
 
 
 

Head of Admissions 
 
The Head of Admissions reports to the Director of Development, who used to be in this 
role, and ultimately the Headmaster. They will be responsible for the management of all 
aspects of admissions to Wellington School from both UK and international applicants in 
line with the School’s Admissions Policy. The Head of Admissions will work in close 
association with the Leadership Team and Management Teams of the both the Senior 
and Prep Schools in the maintenance of agreed entrance requirements. The Head of 
Admissions plays an essential part in developing and sustaining the reputation and profile 
of Wellington School. 
 
You will need to be energetic, innovative and a selfstarter with excellent organisational, 
data analysis and interpersonal skills. The Head of Admissions will need to provide a first- 
class service not only in attracting new parents and children but also liaising with them 
throughout the admissions process and the transition into school.  

 
The key operational responsibilities of the role:  
 
• To be responsible for the administration of applications to Wellington School and 
 taking a leading role in all aspects of the admission process.  
 
• To line manage the Admissions Team (currently two staff). 
 
• To regularly advise the Leadership Team on current numbers and forecasting and 

present to the Management Teams when required. 
 
• To work with feeder schools and the Heads of Section in the management of 

transition, including between the Senior and Prep Schools  
 
• To take responsibility for the gathering and interpretation of all admissions data. 
 
• To develop and sustain excellent working relationships with overseas agents. 
 
• To act as primary contact for parents and agents of applicants. 
 
• To work closely with the Level 1 User, to ensure the School meets all regulatory 

requirements set down by the UKBA to meet Highly Trusted Sponsor status; and 
ensure relations with agents are transparent and legal.  

 
• To provide information for visa applications. 
 
 
 
The key tasks of the role will be:  
 
• To provide accurate reporting of admissions data to ensure the admissions targets 

are met and to inform the future admissions strategy of the School. 
 



• To provide a courteous, professional and knowledgeable point of contact for anyone 
contacting the School, or for any enquiries made by members of the school 
community.   

 
• To be responsible for all points of entry to Wellington School and ensure that all 

aspects of registration are completed and candidate’s details are entered accurately 
into the relevant database.  

 
• To monitor boarding house capacity to maximise the number of boarders and to 

ensure Head of Boarding has regular and full information on all boarders. 
 
• To liaise closely with academic staff (most notably the school timetabler) to ensure 

appropriate numbers for set sizes are maintained. 
 
• To be prepared to act as a Level 2 user, preparing Tier 4 CAS for each non-EU 

student and, on occasions, be prepared to act as a Level 1 user.  
 
• To be responsible for the organisation of tours of the School, utilising appropriate staff 

and pupils.  
 
• Involvement in other promotional events for prospective pupils and feeder schools.  
 
• To organise interview timetables for applicants; acquire candidate’s references; 

administer testing and communicate decisions to parents and feeder schools.  
 
• To ensure all new requests are acknowledged appropriately within 24 hours of receipt. 
 
• To create, monitor and manage all lists pertaining to admissions across all year 

groups, boarding houses and sets.  
 
• Support the marketing team in creation of promotional material, website and 

prospectuses.  
 
• To liaise regularly with the Finance Department on bursary applications, scholarships, 

fees and deposits, ensuring a constant flow of information. 
 
• Work effectively and harmoniously within a team, including providing support for the 

Prep School if required. 
 
• To be responsible for the transfer of information from Admissions to the appropriate 

academic and/or pastoral staff to facilitate entry.  
 
• To co-ordinate the distribution of joining information to the parents; update the iSAMs 

database and assist in the organisation of the New Parents’ evenings.  
 
• To create and maintain good working relationships with the Heads of Section and 

boarding house staff. 
 
• Facilitate the scholarship application and allocation process in conjunction with 

appropriate members of staff. 
 

• Undertake regular staff appraisals and set SMART objectives, including identifying 
training needs to ensure staff competence and confidence in their ability to perform 
their allocated tasks.  

 
 



 
Required Skills & Experience: 
 
The ideal candidate will be a highly motivated, proactive individual and an exceptional 
communicator. They will play a key role in co-ordinating the cyclical admissions process 
alongside shaping and developing highly innovative ideas and strategies for attracting new 
families to join the school. 
 
They will be a key public face for Wellington School and ideally have experience of 
development, admissions and/or marketing within the independent education sector. Travel 
(both nationally & internationally) and the ability to work some evenings and Saturdays will 
be required in order to fulfil the requirements of the role. 

 
The successful candidate’s personal and professional skill-set will incorporate most of the 
following: 
 
• Excellent interpersonal and presentation skills. 

• The ability to communicate confidently with parents, pupils, colleagues and feeder 
school staff.  

• Flexible and adaptable and able to evidence being self-motivated, and results 
orientated, in order to achieve tangible results and outcomes. 
 

• Friendly, approachable and knowledgeable telephone manner.  

 
• Excellent problem-solving skills and a solution-oriented mindset 

• Excellent verbal and written English.  

• Great attention to detail. 

• Enthusiastic and diplomatic persona.  

• The ability to work as part of a team as well as independently.  

• Proficient in the use of IT; experience of management information systems is strongly 
desirable. Strong data manipulation skills.  

• Excellent time management and an ability to work under pressure and to deadlines.  
 
Hours of Work  
 
• The post is full time, 52 weeks per year. The hours of work are 35 per week, however 

the seniority of this position requires that the Head of Admissions will be expected to 
work such hours as are necessary to complete the work.  

• Holidays - 25 days per annum plus 8 Bank Holidays, to be taken during School 
holidays.  

• Salary competitive depending upon skills and experience 
 
 
Benefits  
• Contributory Pension Scheme  
• Fees Remission  
• Free School Lunches during term time 
• Parking  
• Use of sports facilities  



 
 

Postholders must be committed to safeguarding and promoting pupil welfare. They 
will be subject to an enhanced DBS and Child protection checks. We are an equal 
opportunities employer. 

 
 
 
The job profile is a guideline and may be subject to change according to the needs of the 
School.   


